We need Word Art

1. Add a shape around this text.
2. Add a background color.
3. Move shape behind text.

Adding a shape to embellish your text.
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We need:

1. Add a shape around the line.
2. Add a background to the line.
3. Move shape behind the line.

Formas

Inserir formas prontas, como retângulos e círculos, setas, linhas, símbolos de fluxograma e textos explicativos.

Pressione F1 para obter mais ajuda.
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1. Add a shape around the text.
2. Add a background.
3. Move shape behind text.
We need Word Art

Drag the cross to make the shape.
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1. Add a shape around this text.
2. Add a background color.
3. Move shape behind text.
We need Word Art. A shape covers the words.
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Choose red.
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